With the rapidly increasing complexity and indispensable status of software systems, unprecedented challenges have been brought to software debugging and fault repair. Among the states of art automated fault localization techniques, spectrum-based fault localization (SBFL) is one of the most widely studied heuristic approaches. While, existing SBFL techniques are mostly focused on the analysis of the test spectrum, which loses sight of the effectiveness implied in interactions of software entities. In this paper, an optimized fault localization approach is proposed, which integrates spectrum-based fault localization and fault influence propagation analysis. The intuition is that the entity associated with more suspicious entities is more likely to be faulty. (1) A dynamic-instrumenting execution tracer is developed to record test coverage data and method call relations simultaneously.
I. INTRODUCTION
As one of the most sophisticated artificial systems, the software system is faced with an increasingly large number of faults, which constantly threatens its security and reliability. Besides, the maintenance of a software system occupies a lot of time and effort of developers, of which fault localization plays a key role and is one of the most difficult and demanding steps. A report [1] shows that the cost spent on software fault debugging accounts for about 80% of the cost of entire software development. As one of the most tedious, timeconsuming and laborious tasks in software debugging [2] , fault localization has become the primary portion for reducing The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Porfirio Tramontana . the expensive cost of software maintenance [3] . Meanwhile, with the increasing complexity of software systems, locating software failures accurately in millions of lines of code is extremely difficult. Therefore, automated software fault localization techniques are urgently needed in the domain of software engineering.
Over the past two or three decades, various techniques have emerged to assist developers in locating the root causes of faults, such as Spectrum-Based techniques [4] - [9] , Slicing-Based techniques [10] , [11] , Machine-Learning-Based techniq-ues [12] , [13] and Mutation-Based techniques [14] - [17] . Compared with other approaches, SBFL is one of the most competitive methods and the most widely studied lightweight techniques. SBFL ranks software entities according to the suspiciousness scores calculated using the VOLUME 8, 2020 This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 License. For more information, see http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/ test coverage of failing and passing tests. The underlying intuition of SBFL is that the program element covered by more failing tests but less passing tests is more suspicious. Ideally, a fault localization technique should always rank the real faulty software entity at the top of the suspiciousness list. Although the methodology of SBFL has received much attention [4] , [5] , [8] , [9] , [18] , [19] in software fault localization, there are still some drawbacks both in practice and theory during the application of SBFL. In [20] , an empirical human evaluation was conducted to evaluate the effectiveness of SBFL techniques in real-world faults, which proves that previous claims on helpfulness do not hold in practice. Theoretically, it has been proved that there exists no single SBFL fault locator function which can outperform all others in different projects [21] . As a result, more effort should be made to improve the performance of SBFL techniques.
On the whole, most of the states of art SBFL researches are focused on the mutation of hit-spectrum and proposing new fault locators [18] , which ignores the analysis of interactions between software entities. According to the heuristic of SBFL, software entities executed by more failing tests but less passing tests are more likely to be faulty. As different tests often produce different entity calls, we can say that the more suspicious entities an entity linked with, the more failing tests execute this entity. That is to say, the more suspicious entities an entity linked with, the more suspicious it is. Actually, the correlations between entities implicit some faulty relevance of entities. Considering the distribution of entity suspiciousness, the real faulty entity should be linked with more and higher-suspicious entities, which are executed by more failing tests. Supposing mapping the entity correlations into a networked expression, such as the Calling Network [22] , the estimation of suspiciousness can be addressed using some measurements from the complex network. Here, the influence propagation caused by interactive actions between entities is introduced to enhance the suspiciousness estimation based on the proposed Fault Influence Network. From the aspect of suspiciousness estimation, the following hypotheses of the influence propagation between entities are summarized as follows.
(1) The higher the amount of the linked suspicious entities is, the higher the suspiciousness of the entity is.
(2) The higher the suspiciousness of the linked entity is, the higher the suspiciousness of the entity is.
As for finding the exact position, several granularity levels of software entity have been explored including statements, blocks, methods, and classes. In this paper, the methodlevel granularity is selected for the following reasons. Firstly, in object-oriented software development, the method is the smallest unit under test [23] and interactions between objects are mostly implemented through the method call relations following a certain protocol [24] . Secondly, for software testing, methods often contain sufficient context to help to understand the fault [25] . Besides, developers prefer to debug software at the method-level granularity [26] .
To achieve a better performance of existing SBFL techniques, a suspicious enhancement operation is conducted on the basis of traditional SBFL and the Fault Influence Network. Here, the analysis of fault influence propagation is implemented using the link analysis algorithm of the PageRank [27] . The PageRank algorithm can aggregate the influence of neighboring nodes to evaluate the suspiciousness score of a target node synthetically, which coincides with the requirements of the method proposed in this paper. The application of the PageRank algorithm is aimed to enhance the significance of faulty and non-faulty elements, i.e., increase the suspiciousness score of faulty elements and decrease the suspiciousness of non-faulty ones. To sum up, this paper makes the following contributions.
(1) Based on the software execution traces, the software Fault Influence Network (FIN ) is constructed by mapping method call relations into the network topology and assigning weights of nodes with a raw fault locator. In this way, software hit-spectrum and inner interactions between methods are simultaneously characterized in the weighted software network. With the construction of this representation model (FIN ) based on networked fault analysis, it provides more possibilities for the research of fault location technology.
(2) A heuristic approach of enhancing fault localization based on quantify influential propagation of fault suspicion-nsness is proposed. By introducing PageRank theory, the PageRank-based Suspiciousness (PR − Susp) score is defined for optimizing the calculation of suspiciousness based on FIN from the systematic perspective. The proposed heuristic is a general fault localization enhancing methodology, which can improve the performance of almost all existing SBFL techniques.
(3) A failing-test based candidate set pruning is conducted to narrow the scope of the software entities that need to inspect. This operation eliminates the software entities executed only in passing tests and cooperates with PR − Susp to generate the final ranking list. As a simple but effective method, this pruning strategy can further clear the obstacles for fault localization.
II. RELATED WORKS
The scope of this paper includes the construction of the software Fault Influence Network, the novel PageRank-based Suspiciousness score combining software test spectrum (hitspectrum) and method interactions, and the enhancement of SBFL techniques. The related works of our approach are organized from the following three aspects.
A. SPECTRUM-BASED FAULT LOCALIZATION
Spectrum-based Fault Localization is an effective and light-weight approach, which is also known as Coveragebased Fault Localization [28] or Statistical Debugging [29] . SBFL takes the source code and a test-suite as the input and generates a rank list of software entities where the most suspicious entity ranks at the top of the list. The process of SBFL comprises three phases [30] : (i) constructing a test coverage matrix; (ii) calculating the hit-spectrum; and (iii) computing the suspiciousness score using a fault locator. Nowadays, most of the studies pay close attention to the phase (iii) of creating new fault locators. Recently, several studies are conducted to deduce the variants of hit-spectrum in the phase (ii).
Software hit-spectrum consists of four values of e f , e p , n f and n p , which represent the number of failing tests that execute the entity, the number of passing tests that execute the entity, the number of failing tests that do not execute the entity, and the number of passing tests that do not execute the entity, respectively. Several researchers have proposed improved methods for the hit-spectrum. In [18] , a sequencemining-based approach was proposed to improve the deduction of hit-spectrum. This approach applied a slide-window to generate the sub-sequences of a method call sequence, and the hit-spectrum was calculated over the subsequences. The max score of sub-sequences was computed as the final suspiciousness score. Similarly, by adopting a similar strategy, Laghari et al. [30] employed the frequent itemset to deduce a new hit-spectrum. Differently, in [31] , Zhang et al. investigated the contributions of different tests and provided a weighted hit-spectrum calculating approach based on the PageRank algorithm. While in this paper, the PageRank theory is explored to analyze the influence between software entities and enhance the calculation of the suspiciousness score.
The fault locator of SBFL is also called fault localization function or formula, which takes the hit-spectrum as input and outputs the suspiciousness scores of each software entity. James et al. [6] proposed the first basic ranking formula of Tarantula, of which the intuition is that the software entity executed by more failing tests but less passing tests is more likely to be faulty. In [4] , Abreu et al. imported Ochiai from molecular biology to pinpoint the location of a fault. While in [9] , Yoo et al. evolved the fault locators of GP01. . .GP30 using the genetic programming approach. Similarly, on account of the Code and Change metric, Sohn and Yoo [32] also improved SBFL by employing genetic programming. Up to now, there exist dozens of fault locators proposed in studies. But existing fault locators are mostly based on the software hit-spectrum, which ignores the important effect of influential interaction between software entities. Thus, in this paper, the research of enhancing the performance of raw fault locators is conducted by applying an influence propagation approach.
B. COMPLEX SOFTWARE NETWORK
When analyzing the influence propagation or the interaction, the complex network theory is one of the most widely used models. In recent years, researches have been mainly focused on the establishment of software network models. Especially, dynamic complex software network can take systematic considerations of the entire interactive patterns characterized in a software system. In [33] , the Linux kernel was studied from the network point of view to investigate the underlying principles of the operating system. The Calling Network [21] is an aggregation of a series of dynamic call graphs that map methods into nodes and method-calls into edges. In [34] , a weighted software network was presented to analyze the bug propagation. To study the inner control relations of software, in our previous work [35] , an approach of mining dynamic software semantic network was proposed based on the control-flow analysis. In the field of software fault localization, Zakari et al. [3] constructed an interactive network at the statement-level granularity and proposed the fault localization approach based on degree and betweenness centralities. At present, the research of fault localization using the complex network is very few. In [3] , although the complex theory is used for fault localization, the software hit-spectrum is abandoned. In our paper, the complex software network and software hit-spectrum are combined, which establishes the foundation of fault influence propagation approach.
C. PAGERANK ALGORITHM
PageRank [27] is a well-known link analysis algorithm proposed by Larry Page and Sergey Brin for the optimization of query speed and quality. The intuition behind PageRank is that the node linked by more important nodes is more important than the node linked by less important nodes. In the domain of software engineering, investigations have been conducted to analyze software systems using PageRank. In [36] , PageRank was used by Chepelianskii et al. to measure the importance of methods in Linux kernel. NodeRank [37] , which was proposed for software analysis and defect prediction, applies PageRank to measure the importance of nodes in a static software graph. Likely, Mirshokraie et al. [38] proposed the approach of Function-Rank to rank methods with PageRank.
Related to software fault localization, the PageRank was firstly used in [31] to improve the performance of SBFL. Based on the hypothesis that different tests possess different contributions, PageRank was introduced to deduce test-weighted hit-spectrum. Differently, the key insight of our approach is to enhance the performance of raw fault locators based on fault influence analysis via PageRank. To this end, the Fault Influence Network is constructed to realize the calculation of the PageRank-based suspiciousness score.
In summary, our proposed approach of enhancing fault localization using PageRank based on complex network theory comprises the following contents: (1) tracing software execution traces and extracting software test coverage and method call relations; (2) constructing the Fault Influence Network to characterize fault suspiciousness and fault influence propagation of methods; (3) proposing PageRank-based Suspiciousness to enhance the performance of fault locators.
III. MOTIVATING EXAMPLE
Traditional SBFL techniques pay more attention to the software entities executed by failing and passing tests but taking no advantage of the interactions among entities. Practically, the mutual influence between software entities makes great VOLUME 8, 2020 sense for software behavior analysis. For example, in [39] , the vulnerability of methods is calculated by a fault cumulative effect according to method call relations. And in [34] , call relations are used to analyze the bug propagation characteristic. For the problem of fault localization, method call relations can also be used to analyze the fault influence between methods. In this section, a motivating example of the proposed approach is shown to prove the key insight.
The motivating example is shown in Figure 1 , of which the example program in Figure 1 .(a) is adopted from [31] . It can be seen from Figure 1 .(a) that the method m2 of the class Code is faulty due to its conditional expression should be (x > 10) instead of (x > 1). In this program, four related tests are utilized noted as t1 to t4, and three methods noted as m1 to m3 are executed. Test t1 and t2 are failing tests, t3 and t4 are passing tests. In the example, four call graphs shown in Figure 1 .(b) are generated by executing tests t1 to t4 separately. In these call graphs, the nodes mean the executed methods of each test, and the black arrows refer to the call relations of methods. For example, the simple call graph of test t2 expresses method t2 calling method m2.
Based on the test call graphs in Figure 1 .(b), the test coverage matrix is constructed shown in Table 1 . Then, the hit-spectrum can be deduced base on the test coverage matrix. If the fault locator Tarantula [13] is used to calculate the suspiciousness score of each method, the method m1, m2 and m3 rank the same at the top of the list with the same suspiciousness score of 0.5. Obviously, this rank will increase the effort spending on the repair of software fault.
By aggregating these graphs together, a complete call network is obtained as shown in Figure 1 .(c). The blue-dottedline means the fault influence of the callee method to the caller method. In the software system, a caller method usually employs multiple callee methods through control flows making the caller method more complicated. Thus, in the fault analyzing network, the propagation of the fault influence is defined as a procedure from callee to caller.
After that, we assign the weights for the method nodes in Figure 1 .(c) using the suspiciousness scores calculated by Tarantula. Thus, a directed and weighted fault influence network is formed. The PageRank algorithm can be used to re-calculate the suspiciousness scores considering the fault influence propagation. The influence of callee methods will propagate to caller methods along as the blue-dotted lines. The result in the column ''PR-Tarantula'' of Table 1 shows that the PageRank-enhanced suspiciousness scores make a distinction among m1, m2 and m3.
Guided by the theory that similar entities interact frequently and are connected closely with each other, the influence between linked entities provides supports for enhancing the estimation of the fault suspiciousness. Hence, the suspicion-usness score of the real faulty method can be increased and the suspiciousness score of a non-faulty entity can be decreased.
In real-world software fault localization, there exist the following two problems. First, the test coverage contains too many methods, making the inspection difficult. Second, in the ranking list, it is common that several methods have the same rank. According to the motivating example, based on the score of a raw fault locator, PageRank can be used to enhance the suspiciousness estimation of methods, which can relieve the pressure brought by the above problems to a certain extent.
IV. PROPOSED APPROACH
The intricate topology and the complex inner-interaction of the software system have brought great challenges to the software fault testing and debugging. Based on the complex network theory, an optimized approach combining the test spectrum analysis and the link analysis for software fault localization is proposed. On the one hand, the software hit-spectrum analysis is used to initialize the suspiciousness score of methods to be a faulty; on the other hand, by constructing the Fault Influence Network (FIN ), the suspiciousness of a real-faulty method can be enhanced using the link analysis algorithm.
The framework of the proposed approach is shown in Figure 2 , which contains four steps. Firstly, a runtime tracer is developed to collect the execution traces of tests. Secondly, the execution traces are resolved to extract method-call relations and test coverage data, for further deducing the software hit-spectrum. Thirdly, the software Fault Influence Network using methods as nodes is constructed, of which the influential links are mapped from method-call relations and the weights of nodes are assigned using a specific raw fault locator. Finally, the PageRank algorithm is employed to estimate the enhanced suspiciousness score based on influence propagation, and a candidate set pruning is implemented to generate the final ranking list of methods.
As this approach requires both the executed methods and the call relations among methods, a new tracing tool should be developed to dynamically record method-call relations as well as method executions. Thus, a new data structure of the trace is used, which will result in some changes during the fault localization process. For the better understanding of this work, some common concepts and definitions in SBFL are introduced.
A. TRACING TEST EXECUTION
Testing execution traces record the method-call relations executed by failing and passing tests separately. Here, the static software call graph is not considered, because it contains lots of call relations that are not executed by the test suite. These redundant call relations may affect the propagation of fault influence making the suspiciousness score diverging from reality.
In this paper, a tracer based on Java ASM 1 is developed to record the runtime executed call relations. As shown in the left part of Figure 2 , the trace points include the before method-call joint point and the after method-call joint point, which are triggered once a callee method is going to be executed and once the callee method is going to return. These two joint points are designed to recognize the callees of a caller during the testing process accurately and correctly. The tracer instruments Java class files loaded in JVM using Java Agent 2 . When a test is finished, the call relations are completely saved in a trace file. To further illuminate the process, the related definitions are given.
Definition 1 (Method Call (MC)): MC is a two-tuple of (Caller, Callee) expressing a method call relation. Caller is the identifier of the caller method, and Callee is the identifier of the callee method.
Method identifier is a combination of the full class name and the method name, such as org.jfree.data.Data.getX(int). Especially, methods with the same class name and method name but different parameters will be recognized as different methods.
Here, MC is defined as the generalized method call relation, which is also suitable for representing some special method call relations, such as bi-directional method call and self-invoking method call. The special calls are normally processed, as they do not affect the software network construction and the PageRank analysis.
Definition 2 (Trace): Execution trace Trace t is a set of MC i s, which refers to the call relation set executed by test t. The definition of Trace t is expressed as follows.
For a given faulty version of a project, the execution of a test t will produce a single execution trace Trace t . Hence, the extraction of the method call relations and the computation of the test coverage can be easily performed in the later process. Besides, to save the storage, the identifiers of each method are replaced with unique integers.
B. EXTRACTING DATA
In this step, the method call relations and the test coverage are extracted from the execution traces. And, the test coverage matrix and hit-spectrum are calculated. The followings are the related definitions.
Definition 3 (Test Call Graph (TCG)): Test call graph TCG t is a directed graph which is abstracted from the execution trace Trace t of test t by mapping methods into nodes and call relations into links. The direction of a link is from the caller method to the callee method. TCG t is defined as follows.
Definition 4 (Test Coverage Matrix (TCM)): Test coverage matrix TCM is a two-dimensional matrix that records the executed methods under a group of tests. TCM is also extracted from the execution trace Traces. Its expression is as Equation (4):
where each row means a method and each column means a test; e t m expresses if a method m is executed by the test t.
And e t m = 1 means method m is executed by the test t, e t m = 0 means not.
Definition 5 [Test Spectrum (TS)]: Test spectrum (hitspectrum) TS m is a tuple of four elements expressing the execution statistics of a method m under a group of tests. Its formal expression is as below.
TS m comprises of four factors e f , e p , n f and n p , which refer to the number of failing tests executing m, the number of passing tests executing m, the number of failing tests that do not execute m and the number of passing tests that do not execute m.
Totally, the extracted data is transformed into three kinds of statistics. Different from TCG, TCM statistically describes the total result of all the executed tests. By combining test coverage matrix TCM and the failing or passing status of tests, test spectrum TS m is furtherly obtained. In this paper, the definition of TCM and TS are the same as those in traditional SBFL. The above repetitive definitions and explanations are given to make a reasonable and complete description of our work.
C. CONSTRUCTING FAULT INFLUENCE NETWORK
The construction of software Fault Influence Network (FIN ) needs to finish the following tasks: analyzing the propagation of fault influences, establishing the topology of FIN , and initializing the weights of method nodes. FIN is expected to have the ability to characterize software hit-spectrum and method interactions simultaneously. By introducing the complex network, the fault suspiciousness degree and the faulty correlation are able to be expressed in one model.
To determine the propagation direction of the fault influence, the following analysis provides a valuable guidance. In real-world software systems, the caller method calls the callee method through complex logical controls, which makes the complexity of the caller usually higher than the callee. As the caller method integrates several callees to realize its complex function, it can be considered that the callee makes a certain contribution to the complexity of the caller. Thus, we suppose that the complexity of a method-call network is propagated from callees to callers. Similar to that, in [34] , the analysis of the bug propagation from the callee to the caller is given to measure software quality. And in [39] , the metric of fault accumulation calculated by accumulating the fault probabilities of callees is defined to measure the importance of a method. Therefore, in the FIN of this paper, fault influence is defined as the process of propagating from the callee to the caller.
As to the establishment of the topology of FIN , the test call network TCN is firstly obtained by aggregating a series of TCG t s. The definition of TCN is as follows.
Definition 6 (Test Call Network (TCN)): Test call network TCN is the aggregation of a group of TCG t s generated by a test suite. It is the overall method call network of a certain version of a project under a set of tests. TCN is formally defined as Equation (6).
After that, based on TCN , the fault influence network FIN is constructed according to the above-analyzed fault influence propagation. As shown in Figure 3 , the nodes in FIN are the same as those in TCN . While the influential links are obtained by adjusting the direction of the method call to the opposite direction. In Figure 3 , the influential links are expressed as the blue-dotted lines. Besides, the weights of method nodes are calculated with a raw fault locator, such as Ochiai, based on the hit-spectrum TS m . The definition of FIN is given as Definition 7.
Definition 7 [Fault Influence Network (FIN)]: Fault influence network FIN is a node-weighted and directed network of method calls, which is expressed as follows.
where V = {v 1 , v 2 , · · · ,v n |n ∈ N} is the method node set. E = v j → v i |i, j ∈ |V | is the set of influence propagation links, of which v j is the callee method and v i is the caller method. v j → v i means that v j has an influence on v i . W = {w 1 , w 2 , · · · ,w n |n = |V |} is the set of node weights. An example of a FIN is shown in the right part of Figure 3 . The blue-dotted lines are the fault influence links, and the values in the dotted box are node weights initialized using a specific raw SBFL fault locator.
D. ENHANCING FAULT LOCALIZATION
In this step, the enhanced fault locator based on PageRank is given. Besides, a failing-test based candidate set pruning is used to narrow the scope of inspection.
1) PAGERANK-BASED FAULT LOCATOR
The heuristic of SBFL is that the method executed by more failing tests but less passing tests is more likely to be faulty. Based on the proposed FIN , a link analysis approach can be used to measure the influence propagation between methods. Here, the PageRank algorithm is used to evaluate the suspiciousness score with the influence of neighbor methods. By increasing the suspiciousness of faulty methods and decreasing the suspiciousness of non-faulty methods, the fault localization technique can be enhanced.
The PageRank algorithm aims to estimate the importance of nodes considering the suspiciousness distribution and the influences of neighbors. In our constructed FIN, the links characterize the correlations of methods, and the weights of nodes describe the distribution of fault probabilities. When a method node is linked with many suspicious methods, it proves that the node is very possible to be executed by many failing tests. And when a method node is linked with a highsuspicious method, the suspiciousness of this node is also increased. Therefore, the theory of the PageRank algorithm meets the heuristic of SBFL to some extent. Both of these two processes seek to evaluate the importance (suspiciousness) according to the quality and quantity of the linking nodes. Figure 4 shows a sketch map of the PageRank. The PageRank value means its importance expressed as the size of a ball and the sum of the values of these balls is 100%. It can be seen that there are many links pointing to node B and E, so the PageRank values of node B and E are higher. In addition, although few links point to C, the PageRank value of node C is larger than that of node E, because the most important node B points to node C. That is to say, the number of links and the importance of nodes pointing to the target node directly affect its final importance.
Similarly, in the fault influence network FIN , a method node is also linked with multiple faulty or non-faulty method nodes. The importance expressed as suspiciousness of a method node is also affected by the links. According to the intuition of the PageRank, the quantity and quality assumptions of applying the PageRank algorithm for fault localization are given.
(1) Quantity assumption: The higher the amount of the linked high-suspicious method of method m is, i.e., the more influential income-links method m has, the higher the suspiciousness of the method m is.
(2) Quality assumption: The higher the suspiciousness of the linked method of method m is, the higher the suspicions-ness of the method m is.
Thus, the improved suspiciousness score based on PageRank is defined as follows.
Definition 8 (PageRank-based Suspiciousness score (PR-Susp)): PR − Susp (m) is defined as the suspiciousness score calculated by the PageRank algorithm based on FIN .
The formula of PR − Susp (m) is shown as Equation (8):
where PR − Susp (m) is the suspiciousness score of a caller method m, N is the total number of methods in FIN . α is the damping factor which is used to deal with the method without callees. callee i denotes the ith callee of method m, and n is the total number of the callee methods. PR − Susp(callee i ) is the suspiciousness score of callee i . And C(callee i ) refers to the number of out-links, i.e., the caller number of the callee i . Different from the common usage of the PageRank algorithm, method nodes in the fault influence network possess initial weights which represent the raw suspiciousness calculated by a specific raw SBFL fault locator. After several iterations, the algorithm gradually converges, and the final suspiciousness scores considering the propagation of fault influence are obtained.
2) CANDIDATE SET PRUNING
In real-world fault localization, the selection of test suite is a significant factor that affects the localization accuracy. Due to the large number of tests, only relevant tests are selected in the fault localization task. Even though the selection is taken, thousands of methods still leave to be inspected for some project, such as the project of Google Closure Compiler.
Thus, before the generation of the suspiciousness ranking list, a candidate set pruning is performed to narrow the scope of methods under investigation. It is supposed that the real faulty methods are certainly among the methods executed by failing tests only. Hence, the methods which are only executed by passing tests should be removed from the ranking list. Through the analysis of our experimental data, it is found that the faulty method entities related to the bug (fault) fix cannot always be covered by executing any single failing test. Therefore, the candidate set pruning is implemented by computing the union instead of the intersection of the covered methods under all failing tests. The suspicious method set after pruning is expressed as Fault Candidate Set (FCS) which is defined as follows.
Definition 9 [Fault Candidate Set (FCS)]: FCS denotes the fault candidate method set which is the union of methods executed by all the failing tests. FCS is formally defined as Equation (9) .
where T F is the set of failing tests. The candidate set pruning process is shown in Figure 5 . Based on the test coverage information, FCS is obtained by filtering out the methods executed by failing tests. This process is shown in the left part of Figure 5 . Then, FCS is used to prune the nodes and links of FIN excluded from FCS, which is shown as the right part of Figure 5 . 
E. THE OVERALL FAULT LOCALIZATION PROCESS
On the basis of the above definitions and descriptions, the overall fault localization process is shown as Figure 6 . The procedure is divided into seven steps.
x The fault-relevant tests are selected to be executed with our developed ASM Tracer. The test execution traces Trace t s comprising of MC set are collected.
y The operation of data extraction is performed to extract the Test Coverage Matrix TCM and the Test Call Graphs TCG t s of each test t from the traces Trace t s separately.
z In this step, the Test Spectrum (Hit-spectrum) TS m s of each executed method m are calculated based on the TCM .
{ By adopting an aggregation over TCG t s, the Test Call Network TCN which merges all method-call relations is obtained.
| This step combines the TS m s and the TCN to construct the Fault Influence Network FIN . Here, the network topology is abstracted by importing the method nodes and reversed links in TCN . While the initial weights of nodes are assigned using a raw SBFL fault locator with the TS m as input.
} The Fault Candidate Set FCS is generated by applying the candidate set pruning method based on failing tests.
In the ranking step, the PageRank-based fault locator PR − Susp is firstly employed to calculate the PageRank enhanced suspiciousness scores based on the FIN . After that, the FCS is used to prune redundant nodes and links. The pruning operation is executed after the calculation of PR − Susp with the purpose of avoiding the impacts on the influence propagation caused by the shrinkage of the FIN. Finally, the enhanced ranking list of suspicious methods is generated within the scope of FCS according to the PageRank-based Suspiciousness score PR − Susp.
The above steps connect the definitions and concepts of fault localization in this paper, and a scientific and reasonable view of Figure 6 helps to comprehend the complete approach proposed in this paper.
V. EXPERIMENTATION
Based on the proposed approach above, experiments are described and analyzed in detail in this section. Considering that the proposed approach is based on traditional fault locators, 33 states-of-the-art fault locators are tested in the experiments. Actually, anyone of the existing raw fault locators can be used to initialize the node weights. As different fault locators are designed using different intuitions, it cannot be determined which one is the best when it is combined with our approach theoretically. Thus, we experimented with 33 raw fault locators to find the best one, and test the effectiveness and scalability of our heuristic at the same time. The list of fault locators is shown in Table 3 , and the definition of these fault locators can be found in [13] , [17] , [25] . The following contents are about the descriptions and analysis of subjects, evaluation metrics, and experimental results.
A. SUBJECTS
Defects4J [40] is a mature real-world fault dataset for software testing experiments and has been widely used in software testing researches [18] , [25] , [30] - [32] . In our experiment, 349 real faults in Defects4J are selected from 5 opensource java projects: JFree Chart, Google Closure Compiler, Apache Common Lang, Apache Common Math, and Joda-Time. Table 2 shows a summary of these projects. For each fault, Defects4J provides the buggy version source code, the fixed version source code with minimal changes, the list of failing tests, and the list of relevant tests.
The test suite of a certain fault is a set of all relevant test cases, i.e., all tests which trigger at least one of the modified classes to fix the fault as given in the Defects4J dataset. As to the real faulty methods, a file comparison tool is employed to find the modified method between the faulty and fixed versions of source code. Then, we run each test with the developed tracer in this paper to collect the execution trace of each test separately. By applying our proposed approach, the final ranking list ordered by PR − Susp is generated.
B. EVALUATION METRICS
A fault localization technique is designed to give a suspiciousness list which ranks the faulty method as the top of the list. To evaluate the precision of the rank, two kinds of measures have been used, including relative measures and absolute measures. Relative measures are based on the software scale, such as the proportion of software entities that need to be checked to locate the fault, or the proportion of software entities that need not be checked. While, absolute measures examine the number of entities that need to be checked before finding the faulty one, such as the accuracy of localization. In this paper, the three most commonly adopted metrics of wasted effort, acc@n and mean effort [13] , [18] , [24] , [32] are used to evaluate our approach.
1) MEAN WASTED EFFORT (MWE) -SMALLER IS BETTER
The mean wasted effort is the average of the wasted effort in all ranking lists of all faults. Wasted effort is an absolute measure that examines the number of methods that have to be inspected before locating the first faulty method. The formula of wasted effort is wasted effort = m + n 2 (10) where m is the amount of non-faulty methods that rank strictly higher than the faulty method; and n means the number of methods with the same rank of the faulty method. n is related to the tie-break in the ranking list.
2) acc@n -HIGHER IS BETTER
acc@n is defined as the number of faulty methods successfully ranked within the top-n positions of the list. Inspired by [32] , the values of n are selected as 1, 3 and 5. As it is not uncommon for two methods that rank at the same position, the random-tie-breaker [18] is used in this paper to break ties.
3) MEAN AVERAGE PRECISION (MAP) -HIGHER IS BETTER
Mean average precision is traditionally used in information retrieval to evaluate the ranking lists. It is also suitable for fault localization research. MAP examines all faulty entities and emphasizes recall over precision. Thus, MAP is more suitable for developers to search the ranking list deeply to find more fault-related methods. MAP is the simple mean of average precision, and the average precision of a ranking list is calculated as follows:
P(i) × pos(i) number of faulty methods (11) P (i) = number of faulty methods in top i i (12) where: i is the position of a method in the ranking list; M means the length of the list; pos(i) refers to the boolean indicating whether or not the method as the ith position is faulty; P (i) is the precision at the ith position of the ranking list.
C. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
For the sake of verifying the effectiveness comprehensively, the proposed approach is evaluated in the following four aspects: (1) how much can the proposed approach improve upon raw fault locator? (2) how the damping factor α in PageRank affects the performance of the proposed approach?
(3) how the proposed approach improves the performance compared with baseline in different projects? (4) how much can the candidate set pruning improves the performance? For the efficiency of the algorithm, the most timeconsuming process of our approach is tracing test execution, which is the same as the existing SBFL approaches. The running times of constructing the network and the PageRank operation are all only several seconds at most, which makes a small impact on the spectrum-based fault localization.
1) PERFORMANCE OF The PROPOSED APPROACH
The overall performance of the proposed approach is first examined. We use 33 existing fault locators to verify the improvement of the performance brought by adopting influential propagation analysis. The baseline performance of 33 fault locators is established through raw SBFL analysis on all faults in Defects4J. In this experiment, the comprehensive performance of these raw fault locators is ranked according to the five metrics acc@1, acc@3, acc@5, MAP and MWE successively.
As this approach is a complex network-based fault localization, a performance comparison is also conducted with the Fault Localization technique based on Complex Network theory (FLCN) in [3] , which employs the degree centrality and closeness centrality to locate the faults. Different from the statement granularity used in [3] , we apply the FLCN in our constructed method-level software network. Here, our Candidate Set Pruning is also used in the FLCN.
The baseline performances of the 33 raw fault locators are shown in Table 3 , of which the last column is the rank of the comprehensive performance of the corresponding fault locator. In general, the performances of Barinel, Tarantula, Op2 and ER1 b rank in the top three, where Op2, and ER1 b both rank third. For metric acc@1, the best performance is 66. Of the 349 faults, 18.9% of the faulty methods are ranked first. As for metrics acc@3 and acc@5, the best performances are 118 and 138 separately, i.e., 33.8% of the faults are located within top-3 and 39.5% of the faults are located within top-5. On average, the raw fault locators rank 50 (14.3%), 92 (26.4%) and 109 (31.2%) faults within top-1, top-3 and top-5. Besides, the average MWE of 33 fault locators is 141.12, which means that 141 methods have to be checked to pinpoint the fault cause averagely. The mean of the MAP is 0.255 which is relatively low, implying that the average position of all faulty methods is relatively fallen behind. Totally, the baseline performances of the raw fault locators leave much room for improvement.
When experimenting with our proposed approach, the raw fault locator is employed to initialize node weights of FIN . Then, the PageRank-based fault locator and candidate set pruning processes are executed to generate the ranking list. The result of the PR-Fault Locators is shown as in Table 4 , Jaccard, Dice, Barinel, Goodman and SφrensenDice rank at the top-3 positions of the list, where Jaccard and Dice both rank first, and Goodman and SφrensenDice both rank third. Their acc@1 metrics are 87 and 86, and acc@5 are 168, 165 and 174. Compared with the baseline, the best acc@1 is 87 out of 349 (24.9%), of which the performance improves by 6.02%. The best acc@3 and acc@5 are 154 (44.1%) and 176 (50.4%), which improve the baseline by 10.3%, and 10.9% separately. On average, the acc@1, acc@3 and acc@5 performances of our approach are 76, 136 and 161 making an improvement of 7.4%, 12.6% and 14.9% compared with the baseline. The decrease in average MWE is more obvious, which is reduced from 141.12 to 37.86, signifying that only 38 methods have to be checked now on average. The improvement of all these metrics proves that the fault influence propagation is reliable. Figure 7 displays the improvement of the performance on 33 fault locators with our proposed approach over acc@5. It can be seen that the improvement of GP13 is the minimum with an increment of 3.7%. The fault locator with the max improvement (25.5%) is GP3, of which the number of acc@5 increases from 31 to 120. From Table 4 and Figure 7 , it can be proved that our proposed approach can improve almost all the performance of these 33 fault locators.
In Figure 8 , the comparison of the distribution of absolute rank between the baseline and our PageRank enhanced approach is plotted using the violin graph. The violin plots are drawn using the best fault locator Barinel of raw SBFL and the best fault locator Jaccard of PR enhanced approach. Columns Raw and PR express the raw fault locator and the PageRank-based fault locator separately. The red lines denote the median and the green lines mean quartiles of the absolute ranks. The black short lines represent the rank distribution of faulty methods. Each black short line denotes that the faulty method of a fault is ranked at the corresponding position. Seen from this figure, the median and quartiles move down, and the distribution of faulty methods also falls into the lower rank. Additionally, the black short lines distributing lower compared with those in the Raw violin plot proves that the overall ranking level is increased. That is to say, the ranks of faulty methods climb toward the top of the list, proving that the fault influence propagation makes great sense.
Besides, a statistical comparison is shown in Table 5 , of which DC means Degree Centrality, CC is Closeness Centrality, FLCN is the suspiciousness used in [3] . Raw-Worst, Raw-Average, and Raw-Best are respectively the worst, the average, and the best performance of the 33 fault locators. Similarly, PR-Worst, PR-Average, and PR-Best express the worst, the average, and the best result of the 33 PageRankbased fault locators. It can be seen from Table 5 that the performance of FLCN is far from that of the PR-Best, even PR-Average, and PR-Worst. This may because the FLCN only measures the network centrality, while loses sight of test spectrum analysis. In the real-world dataset Defects4J, the performance of CC is also better than the FLCN, which does not consist with the result using the artificial dataset in [3] .
Statistically, the average performance of our approach improves that of raw SBFL by 7.4% (50 to 76), 12.6% (92 to 136) and 14.9% (109 to 161) on acc@1, acc@3, and acc@5 respectively. For metrics MAP and MWE, there are also considerable improvements. This proves that the intuition of proceeding fault influence analysis can significantly promote software fault localization.
2) IMPACT OF DAMPING FACTOR α
The damping factor α (alpha) of the PageRank algorithm is one of the main factors impacting link analysis. To analyze the impacts of different α on the proposed approach, we adjusted α within the range of [0.1, 0.9] in experiments. All the five metrics acc@1, acc@3, acc@5, MAP and MWE are examined on 33 fault locators. The curves of the average value of each metric along with α are shown in Figure 9 to 13.
We can see that the curves of acc@1, acc@3, acc@5, and MAP changing with alpha have the same trend of increasing first and then dropping. Otherwise, MWE shows the opposite trend to decrease first and then move up. Consistently, the performances of these five metrics all achieve best when α = 0.5. It is demonstrated that the proposed approach achieves the best performance when α = 0.5.
Seen from Figure 9 to 13, the damping factor α really impacts the performance of our approach. From Equation (8), α means the probability of a method's fault influence propagates to the linked methods. When α takes a smaller value, the impact of the callee to the caller is very small, which makes little contribution to fault localization. And when α takes a bigger value, the impact of the callee to the caller is too much, which is not conducive to the normal suspiciousness estimation. It can be seen that a much bigger α even performs worse than a smaller α. Besides, the increase of α from 0.8 to 0.9 does not change the performance anymore. As this work is focused on cross-project fault localization, the selection of the best α for a specific project is not discussed due to space limitations. When applied to a specific project, the value of α should be adjusted to achieve the best performance.
3) PERFORMANCE OF CANDIDATE SET PRUNING
To prove the validity of the proposed candidate set pruning in this paper, experiments are carried out in two conditions: with pruning and without pruning.
The average values of each metric and its growth rate over 33 fault locators are shown in Table 6 and Figure 14 . The title ''Without'' means that candidate set pruning is not used, and the title ''With'' signifies the opposite. ''Growth %'' is the growth rate of a metric when candidate set pruning is applied. In Figure 14 , the left Y-axis denotes acc@n (acc@1, acc@3, and acc@5) and MWE, and the right Y-axis means MAP.
From Table 6 and Figure 14 , we can see that the growth rates of all the five metrics are over 20% after adopting the candidate set pruning. And MWE increases with the largest growth rate of 36.64%. That is to say, the candidate set pruning is significant to the improvement of fault localization. The column of MWE shows that the average number of methods that have to be checked is decreased from 59.76 to 37.86. It means that the candidate set pruning eliminates 24 methods for each fault averagely. This strategy directly achieves the increase of numbers of metric acc@1, acc@3, and acc@5. Undoubtedly, this candidate set pruning can effectively remove the fault-independent methods as expected. 
4) PERFORMANCE OVER DIFFERENT PROJECTS
To further test the performance of the proposed approach on different projects, statistical analysis is conducted on the fault localization results of each project.
The distribution of fault localization results is compared between the baseline and our improved result. In Figure 15 , the columns Raw and PR mean raw fault locator and PageRank-based fault locator respectively. The Y-axis denotes the log scaled absolute rank of the faulty method. The red line is the median and the green lines mean the quartiles. The triangle, shot line and diamond inside the violin plots represent the distribution of faulty method rank.
Seen from Figure 15 , among the five projects, Chart, Closure, and Math improve greatly. For project Lang and Time, although the median and quartiles move up, the scope of the overall ranks are reduced to a smaller area. Combined with the outcomes of Table 7 , we can see that there is still a small improvement in the performance of these projects on the best fault locator. Table 7 compares the performance of the best raw and improved fault locators for different projects under different metrics. The headers ''Raw Best'' and ''PR Best'' denote the name and value of the best fault locator in raw fault locators and PageRank-based fault locators, respectively. ''Growth %'' is the growth rate of the performance of the best PageRank-based fault locator compared with the best raw fault locator. In Table 7 , some fault locators are followed by ''+'', which means that there are some other fault locators that can also achieve the best performance.
It can be seen from Table 7 that the performance of each metric on projects Lang and Time are all improved expect for acc@1. Especially, the growth rates of acc@1 and acc@3 on projects Closure and Math are over 38%. For all projects, the average growth rates of acc@n are all > 47%. That is to say, the average growth rate of 33 fault locators is more than 47%. Particularly, for the metric MWE, all projects are improved with a growth rate of over 50%. Taking all the five projects into consideration simultaneously, for acc@1, the best raw fault locator is Tarantula and the best-improved fault locator is Jaccard. The growth rate of performance is 31.82%. Based on the above experimental results and analysis, it can be demonstrated that the proposed PageRank-based fault locator and candidate set pruning make a great contribution to the improvement of fault localization. The heuristic of enhancing fault localization using fault influence propagation can provide scientific and reliable support for the improvement of fault localization techniques. Also, the Fault Influence Network proposed in this paper provides more possibilities for the improvement of software fault localization techniques. 
VI. THREAT TO VALIDITY
In this paper, the experiment has demonstrated the validity of our proposed approach and the research content. The following items enumerate the identified factors which may threaten the effectiveness of our method and the actions we adopted to alleviate the risk.
A. EXTERNAL VALIDITY
In the experiments, the benchmark dataset Defects4J is used, which may at least partially relieve the risk of overgeneralization. However, we also investigated some other benchmarks. Unfortunately, existing benchmarks are mostly for automated bug repair, which cannot be applied in our work before marking the root cause at the method level and extracting the fault relevant tests to reduce tracing time. In the future, we will spend more effort to process new benchmark datasets and develop relevant test selection tools. Besides, three evaluation metrics of acc@n, MAP, and MWE are used, which can reduce the one-sidedness of evaluation to a certain extent. Nevertheless, in the case of ranking ties, this paper adopts the random-tie-breaker in [18] , which may lead to some impacts.
B. INTERNAL VALIDITY
When ranking fault locators, we simply sort them according to the value of acc@1, acc@3, acc@5, MAP and MWE one by one. Here, the scenario is assumed that developers are inspecting suspicious entities according to the ranking list. The higher the faulty entity ranks, the better. Thus, the criterion of ranking more faulty entities at first is adopted. This may not be the best solution but it is better than the simple aggregation method of summarizing the metric scores.
C. RELIABILITY
All the tools in this paper are implemented by the authors, and each tool and solution can be performed according to previous works. The tracer is developed based on btrace, 3 and the PageRank algorithm is employed from 3 https://github.com/btraceio/btrace NetworkX. 4 The definitions of fault locators and evaluation metrics are found in [13] , [17] , [25] . The tools and programs are imported from existing works as much as possible. Inevitably, there may exist minor defects affecting reliability.
VII. CONCLUSION
In the current research of spectrum-based fault localization, most of the works focus on the variants of hit-spectrum and fault locators. While the analysis of the interaction between software entities is neglected. In this paper, by introducing the fault influence propagation between software entities, an optimized fault localization approach integrating the software test spectrum and the entity interaction is proposed. By constructing the software Fault Influence Network which maps method call relations into network topology and assigns weights of nodes with a raw fault locator, this paper provides a novel representation model for the study of software fault localization. Based on the Fault Influence Network, an improved fault locator based on the PageRank algorithm is given, which provides a successful exploration for enhancing fault localization techniques using interaction analysis. Also, the proposed candidate set pruning can effectively narrow the scope of the investigation and improve the ranks of real faulty entities. Experiments are conducted on the benchmark dataset Defects4J over 33 fault locators, and the effectiveness of the proposed approach is analyzed in multiple aspects. The result shows that the proposed approach can improve the performance of acc@5 by 14.9% averagely, with a growth rate of over 39% on the metric acc@1, acc@3, acc@5, MAP, and MWE. On the whole, the proposed approach is applicable to improve the performance of most existing spectrum-based fault locators, and can effectively improve the performance of fault localization.
In the future, we will pay more attention to solve problems in software engineering using networked representation models of software systems. For software fault localization, we are going to do more research on potential alternatives to the PageRank by mining the rationale for the fault localization. Future work will also be concentrated on the application of similar approaches to the particle of statements. First of all, some protocols of characterizing relations between statements should be addressed.
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